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art + evolution 
An artistic collaboration between GWU’s Gallery 102 and                     
the Center for the Advanced Study of Hominid Paleobiology 

 

March 25 – April 5, 2013 

------------------ 
OPENING RECEPTION: 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 6:00- 8:00 PM 
 
 Washington DC – Gallery 102, in collaboration with The George Washington University Center 

for the Advanced Study of Hominid Paleobiology, is pleased to announce art + evolution, 
opening on Monday, March 25 with a public lecture by Alison S. Brooks, Director of the Center 
for the Advanced Study of Hominid Paleobiology at 4:00 PM. The exhibition will be on view 
through April 5, 2013 and includes a full-color catalog.  

 
 A public reception will be held on Thursday, March 28 from 6:00- 8:00 PM, and will include light 

beverages and hors d’oeuvres, as well as an invitation for visitors to explore their personal 
creativities by playing ceramic drums rendered by GWU undergraduate Gabe Bellowe.  

 
 Since the dawn of humanity, art has played a vital role in defining what it means to be human. 

The ways in which people as individuals, communities, cultures and societies choose to express 
themselves—whether for survival or pure aesthetics—can be confounding and profound.  

 
 Through an exploration of the universal elements and divergent characteristics of the creative 

mind and its evolutionary origins across cultures, art + evolution challenges the viewer to 
consider the evolutionary bases of creativity, as well as the origins of inspiration.   

 
 Curated by Roxanne Goldberg, Kes Schroer and Serena Bianchi, art + evolution juxtaposes 

photography by GWU anthropology students taken during their archaeological excavations, field 
work on primate wildlife, and laboratory research, with sculpture and ceramic, mixed media and 
video works by eleven artists working in either GWU or the broader DC arts community.    

 
 GALLERY LOCATION AND HOURS 
 801 22nd St. NW, Washington DC 20052 
 Monday – Friday, 9am – 5pm 

### 
 
 For further information and images, please contact: 
  Roxanne Goldberg // Public Relations Director  
 Gallery 102 at The George Washington University 
 (480) 313-7886   
 thegallery102@gmail.com // rgold@gwmail.gwu.edu  


